
Current Limitations Ways to Overcome

Committment (top level management, prioritization, acquistion 
strategy)

1. At the intial kick-off, the pre-acquistion conferenc has to have a statement of query and answers. PM need to get 
answers to list of questions
2. Tighten the comms and open dialogue amongst team throught the entire process to keep momentum
3. Communicate results of OT capabilities to the benefit of organizations and PEOs

Capacity with legal team

1. Determine whether or not every transaction requires a legal review
2. Limit exactly who needs to be involved (do not invovle local if not necesary). Ask why? Mitigiation? Law?
3. Identify specific docs that legal review is more important for. Determine when best in the process to do so

Turnover of legal team, etc

Lack of understanding of how to handle OTAs (ex. contracting)

1. As SOCOM gets experience, more knowledge is gained. The more experience, the better
2. Repetition. Repetition. Repetition
3. Have environment to share lessons learned (sharepoint, brown bag lunch, informal forums)
4. Workshop training, internships (~2-3 months)

Process, Templates, Workflow, Tools for AOs
1. Share best practices - peer review
2. OT manager to interact with both the Gov and Industry partners to capture lessons learned

"FAR-isms" as cultural blocks

1. Determine when legal is applicable
2. Question everything
3. Senior leadership involvement 
4. Recognize the FAR as a safety net. 

AO/Legal/PM manpower, part-time focus, turnover

1. Manpower may not be the root cause. Structure a concrete strategy up front. Gather dedicated focus early.
2. Manage the learning curve after turnover
3. Define roles and responsibilities to help take burden off others, to help with continuity 
4. Technical expertise required to help put the KO in a better place

Funding not ready to go as a package

1. If R&D, leave money in the pot before fiscal year ends. 
2. Better planning to how you solicit, compete, and award
3. BFM focused as a full-time partner. PM team needs to have the right focus

Workload of members of the contracting stream (legal, PM's, AO's 
etc)

1. See line 9.
2. Clean-up hand-off
3. Bring in folks who are knowledgeable
4. Determine when to get who invovled at the appropriat time

USSOCOM is still going through a learning curve, trying to 
streamline the process, but still doing due diligence 

1. The Playbook - capture process to be able to repeat. Overtime, it would flatten the learning curve to provide right tools
2. Practical excercies, for example: a case study
3. Share knowledge with other AOs. Informal or formal peer reviews

Program managers do not always know they are central to a focus.
1. Tighten up communication
2. Include PMs on practical excercises. Teach the entire workforce about OTs

Problem needs to point to an OT, not an OT needs a problem

1. Understand that an OT is another acquistion vehicle. Be able to advise on the correct acquistion vehicle based on the 
problem
2. The process should be based on prior research and kick-off meetings
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Terms and conditions don't get worked on until after or during an 
event
Training for everyone in the process (legal, AO's, PM's etc)
Senior leadership involement Define the process before involving senior leadership. 
USSOCOM's understanding of phased approaches of prototypes DAU training.
Training of true agile acquistions Practical training. 
Understand of the prototpying process and its results See line 17

Creating concise problem statements

SOF Acq course curriculum.
Be able to collaborate with Industry.
Use SOFWERX

Cultural changes Recognize those who have already succeeded. Share wins and best practices

Encourage collaboration between performers and the government 
Understanding of writing accurate SOOs See line 21
Understanding that alternative acquisition authorties can be 
stacked for what ever makes sense for the project.
Allow unexpected success and creativity Support of leadership. Foster culture of "yes"

Understanding what "OTs are FAR out" means
Get practical experience.

Better facilitate collaboration
More scrutiny, more layers of bureaucracy, and roadblocks
Openness to private sector financing
Understand flexibility in the finance process

Education & Training

1. Invite Strategic Institute to train :) (we also coach and mentor)
2. Implement - once there has been training, have some hands on exerience 
3.  Leverage pathfinders and/or other tools to ensure knowledge/playbooks are routinely trained and/or discussed 
(quarterly?

Teaming - ensuring gov team has right attributes, establishing a 
core team

1) Leadership and prioritization to ensure the team is working together and not in serial fashion
2) Consider establishing a "core team" that specializes in OT that can be a resource to the center (specialty group)

Type of funding - Air Force restricts OT funding USSOCOM doesn't limit, but there's a lack of education as to what types of funding , finance team involved as well 
Knowledge gap between customers and agreements officers what 
types of funds are able to use for Ots 1)  Routine discussion and training of OT
Applying FAR think to OTs Education & Training

Workload issue - a lot of work for what Agreements Officers there 
are, OTs require 2 officers for review

1)  Hire more agreements officers
2) Identify adminstrative burdens that can be alleviated and augmented via external resources (OT Developers)
3) 

Workload is an issue for more than just Agreements Officers, legal 
staff, procurement policy, compliance, PM 

1) Include OT events in the projected workload forecast
2) Look at augmenting administrative burden e.g. access to previous legal and policy determinations

Funding not being set aside Ensure funding is identified and set aside early in the process, even in or especially during a CR environment

Not enough agreements officers 
1) Hire additional agreements officers
2) Augment agreements officers with an external OT developer to increase capacity

Technical Evaluation process is still done by Government program 
management staff - they're overworked 

1) Augment program managers with outside assistance to alleviate burden 
2) Develop a structure/strategy that requires the technical evaluation to be completed in a timely fashion
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Everything needs to be ready to go - ex: funding isn't ready, etc. 
Needs to be better preparation  Have finance personnel on the team 
Training for everyone in the process, everyone is engaged

Understanding the art of the possible
Study what has already been done and proven successful as a base to invent new business arrangements that suit 
individual projects

The processes seem to be weighed down by an abundance of 
caution - do we have as streamlined a process as we could have? 1) As experience is gained, reduce caution appropriately
OTs start with problem-solving, not after requirements have been 
established as in FAR Developing a clear and concise problem statement and being able articulate it clearly

Enough time in advance to plan before an event, especially funding 

1) Ensure that funding is available for the project, regardless of the award vehicle
2) If you're going to conduct a large event, plan appropriately to ensure the workload and funding are announced well in 
advance (forecasted)

CRs could effect funding avaialabe to PMs

Terms and conditions are worked on after or with the event, a lot 
of them could have been done before and announced as such - 
Terms and conditions take a lot of time 

1)  Create a "gallery of articles" that are well written and established as a resource start point
2)  Ensure a lucid and well thought out vision statement is developed upfront which will facilitate early win-win agreement 
for the T's & C's
3) Express the T & C needs v the "requirements."

Planning and communication as far as how many events will 
happen per year 1)  If any future deleiberate OT events are conducted, they should be properly forecast

Willingness to take risk and incentivizing 
1) Consider recognizing and/or including formal recognition during the awards process
2) Leadership emphasis in willingness to take risk and fail faster

Understanding what type of funding is appropriate for the project 1) Identify funding sources early in the process to avoid time sinks
Program manager lead
Commitment of whole PM team to vision (priorities, timeline) 1)  Leadership emphasis such that the core team is enabled and incentivized to work together
Industry recipients not sufficiently knowledgeable onthe 
"uniqueness" of OT awards
Don't have consistent flow of work for OT's (not enough 
reps/consistency) 1) Accept outside projects that fit scope
Lack of templates, best practices, processes that can be readily 
leveraged, re: don't have  "playbook"

Reluctance of larger nontraditionals to be involved with OT awards
Fear on Gov side and Contracting side 
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